
Required Minimum Distributions 
 

 
I know many of the admins start their RMD project in October so today we will go over a couple of things to factor into 
this year’s project. 
 
Many sets of paperwork to transition accounts included IRA distribution forms to continue already established 
systematic distribution of RMD.  However, if the account didn’t complete the transfer process by 12/31/2017 there was 
no value on the account to do the RMD calculation so Pershing/NFS will not send out anything.  Please review any clients 
who had standing instructions to identify any that will need you to do the distribution calculation in order to send out 
the 2018 RMD. 
 
It also appears that some accounts that did transfer by 12/31/17 are not capturing values on the RMD report, triggering 
a need for rep to do the calculations. Check the imaged documents portion of Pershing/NFS for copies of year end 
statements to get those numbers if needed.  Additionally, if the client’s IRA holds an alternative investment which didn’t 
report a valuation you will need to factor that in as well to insure the client is taking a sufficient RMD.  For positions that 
recently liquidated, Mike is recommending the valuation assigned to it when it became liquid be the valuation you use 
when calculating the adjusted 12/31 value of the account. 
 
If a Pershing account didn’t transfer before year end and the client can’t find their December statement to provide you 
with the 12/31 value to do the RMD calculation you can reach out to the Pershing Orphan Accounts department.  They 
will take a letter from the rep with a list of accounts that need to be resent to the client.  Statements will be resent to 
the address of record so if your client has moved recently they will have to provide a signed letter of instruction 
requesting their address of record be updated and a copy of their 12/31/17 statement sent to that address.  For 
individual requests you/client can call 201-761-5499.  Lists or letters of instructions can be submitted to fax number 201-
451-1090. 
 
As many of you have discovered there is no universal RMD report.  For Pershing accounts you can go into Netx>IFA>RMD 
to get that portion of your list.  For NFS you can go to Reports>Office>NFS RMD Report to obtain that portion of your 
list.  However, you can go to Advantage>Account Mgr>CRM and search Age = >69 and you will get a complete list of 
clients over 70.  Click the icon with the blue arrow to download the results to a spreadsheet for additional manipulation.  
From here you can sort by registration type so that you can purge everything from the list that isn’t an IRA.  This report 
includes Sponsor Company and account numbers so it will facilitate your review to insure that RMD’s will be met by year 
end. 
 
Then you will just have to determine whether there are any beneficial IRA or beneficial ROTH* accounts that need to be 
added to your RMD list that aren’t captured by the filter options.   
 
We are working on establishing instructions for building an RMD report that can be generated annually to minimize 
these steps but we encourage you to save the master spreadsheet you generate with the above steps until such time 
that we are able to provide a streamlined solution.  We anticipate you will be able to use this year’s spreadsheet as a 
guide to generate the report once we clarify the steps. 
 
As always, do not hesitate to call if you want a personal walk through on any of these steps. 
 
*Special rules apply 
 


